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ABSTRACT: Bayesian back analysis associated to Negro (1988) model for tunnel performance prediction was
used for back analysis of K0 from field instrumentation data collected in the construction of a twin track tunnel
of Line 5 of Santiago Metro, Chile. The ground is a thick deposit of fluvial-glacial, well graded and dense gravel,
with boulders up to 30 cm, difficult to sample and test. Obtained values of K0 were much higher than what was
assumed in the design, suggesting an overconsolidation condition of these deposits, otherwise not recognized.

1 INTRODUCTION

Among the geotechnical parameters used in the design
of bored tunnels in soil, the coefficient of earth pres-
sure at rest, K0, seems to be the least investigated
in routine geotechnical practice. Although tests and
instruments are available for the measurement of
K0, they are seldom used in current tunnel design.
K0 estimates are usually done based on the locally
accumulated knowledge of geology and geotechnical
conditions or else K0 is evaluated from semi-empirical
correlations. This situation is somewhat surprising,
having in mind the considerable impact of K0 on all
aspects of a soil tunnel design. The role of K0 on lining
loads, on induced ground displacements and on ground
stability is fully known and normally accounted for.

It is not uncommon to assume a low K0 value,
less than unity, on the grounds that this may lead to
a safe design of a circular tunnel cross section, for
the higher bending moments, lower normal forces and
larger ground settlements that it may imply. This may
not be the case for a non circular tunnel cross section,
in which, on the contrary, higher lining loads may be
found, depending on the tunnel shape and construction
method. This illustrates that an accurate assessment of
K0 is needed in all cases for economical and safety
reasons.

Moreover, for the particular case in view, metro tun-
nels in Santiago, Chile, the ground is a well graded
gravel with round pebbles and boulders of up to
300 mm. In this soil, standard in situ testing for K0

assessment (Camkometer, Marchetti Dilatometer, for
instance) is hardly applicable and laboratory testing
are not feasible, for the size of samples required.

Large size cylindrical samples tested in situ (Ø
0.90 m, 1.4 m high) are being used for stress-strain and
strength assessments (see Kort et al. 1979 and Ortigosa
1998), as well as plate-bearing tests in situ, but no
attempt was made so far for K0 assessment. Neverthe-
less, the difficulties in K0 measurements from triaxial
testing are known, particularly for overconsolidated
soils.

This paper presents a probabilistic back analysis
of field instrumentation, of a Santiago Metro Tunnel
driven through the well graded gravel, with the pur-
pose of assessing the K0 value of the ground mass.
It is believed that this interpretation will be useful for
future underground works in the city, mostly built over
this peculiar soil.

2 SANTIAGO METRO

Upon completion of Line 4 of Santiago Metro, cur-
rently under construction, a fairly extensive subway net
will be developed with 72 km lines, mostly built under-
ground, in trenches (the earlier lines) and bored tunnels
(recent lines). Between 1998 and 1999 the western
extension of existing Line 5 was undertaken, with a
1.8 km long double track tunnel and three new stations,
all built by the so called NATM, with sprayed concrete
primary lining and cast in place secondary lining.
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Figure 1. Tunnel section and construction method.

The double track tunnel in Line 5 has an internal
width of 8 m and is 7 m high, in a 63 m2 of excavation
cross sectional area (see Figure 1).

This paper reviews the geotechnical tunnel perfor-
mance in two sections of this line (sections 2554 and
3446), in which the soil cover varied between 6 and
7.25 m. A heading and bench excavation sequence was
favoured by the design with inverted arch closure at
no more than 7 m behind the tunnel face. Primary lin-
ing comprised 25 cm thick sprayed concrete reinforced
with steel meshes and lattice girders at 1.00 m interval.

Field instrumentation included surface settlement
points, convergence measurements, sliding microme-
ters, strain meters in the sprayed concrete shell and
pressure cells for assessment of lining loads.

3 SANTIAGO GRAVEL

The Santiago gravel is a Quaternary fluvial-glacial
deposit, associated to the main drainage systems exist-
ing in the area: the Mapocho and the Maipo Rivers.
One of the deposit facies includes compact roundish
well graded pebbles and boulders with grains sizes up
to 300 mm immerse in an also well graded finer matrix
including a very active clay fraction. This facies is
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Figure 2. Granulometries of Santiago gravel (First
Deposition).

Figure 3. Gravel exposed at tunnel face.

divided into two distinct depositions, separated by an
erosive episode, showing different geotechnical prop-
erties, the lower and older deposit being stiffer and
more cohesive, thanks to a higher fines content. Fig-
ure 2 furnishes typical grain size distribution of the
lower deposition. Its fine fraction presents a liquid
limit between 33 and 39% and plastic limit of 16 to
24%, that reveal a high colloidal activity. The other
facies known of this deposit is basically a clay layer.
Figure 3 presents the start up face of the tunnel, with
the gravel layer shown in near vertical to vertical cuts.
It is not uncommon to see stable open vertical cuts
of 15 m deep in this soil left unsupported for many
months or even years.

Large cylindrical probes were tested in situ in an
ingenious triaxial test set up (see Kort et al. 1979), and
showed very high strengths and low deformabilities.
Table 1 presents the best estimate of average geotech-
nical properties of soils found in the western extension
of Line 5. One can see that the strengths of the soils
are indeed high and deformabilities are low, possi-
bly suggesting that these soils present some degree
of overconsolidation, otherwise unknown.

Notwithstanding this, the design adopted fairly low
K0 values, in line with an alleged normally consoli-
dated nature. It should be pointed out that more recent
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Table 1. Geotechnical parameters for Line 5.

1st 2nd
deposition deposition

Density (kN/m3) 22.4 21.5
Cohesion intercept (kPa) 37.5 22
Friction angle (◦) 45 45

Elastic tangent modulus (MPa) 64
√

z 46
√

z
Poisson 0.25 0.25
K0 0.30 0.30

Note: The modulus is shown as a function of depth in meters.

in situ tests performed in Lines 2 and 4 using the some-
what limited Ménard Pressiometer in the clayey facies
suggested much higher K0 values (from 0.8 to 1.4).

4 ANALYSIS MODEL

Having in mind the need for proper assessment of K0

of the Santiago gravel, a likely overconsolidated soil
and considering the difficulties in testing this coarse
material either in situ or in the laboratory, a numer-
ical back analysis of K0 was favoured. The strategy
was to find out the value of K0 that best fitted tun-
nel performance, in terms of displacements and lining
loads.

The numerical model selected to furnish tunnel per-
formance as a function of K0, among other parameters,
was that developed by Negro (1988). This model was
coupled with a probabilistic tool, making use of a
Bayesian updating technique.

The method by Negro (1988) is a numerically
derived model, based on 2D and 3D finite element
analyses, that allows the prediction of shallow tunnel
performance in terms of ground and lining displace-
ments and lining loads. It takes into account the non
linear relation between stresses and strains in the soil,
through an hyperbolic model, and accounts for the
three dimensional stress relaxation that takes place
in the ground, for linings activated at a distance behind
the tunnel face. The method takes into consideration
the increasing ground stiffness with depth and assumes
a linear elastic behaviour for the lining. It was derived
for circular tunnels, but it also yields reasonable esti-
mates for quasi circular cross sections.The method has
been used in numerous tunnels projects, for a variety
of soil conditions and types, yielding always predic-
tions of performances that fit well actual performance
measured in the field, whenever good ground con-
trol conditions are fulfilled, with absence of ground
loosening. Applications of this method to NATM con-
structions are discussed by Negro & Eisenstein (1997)
and Negro et al. (1998).

The model for Bayesian updating is a statistical
analysis tool, in which measured data is compared to
predicted data in order to update the parameters of

the prediction model. One of the advantages of the
bayesian back analysis in comparison to the determin-
istic back analysis is that the latter requires that the
number of observed data should be equal to the pre-
dicted data or parameters whereas the former allows
any number of observed data or predicted param-
eters to be confronted. The Bayesian back analysis
allows the control of variability of predicted param-
eters, according to the confidence one has over each
value.This reduces the chances in obtaining unrealistic
parameters, what might be the case in some determin-
istic back analysis. Details of this model can be found
in Hachich (1981).

5 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS SELECTED

The statistical back analysis of Santiago gravel was
based on the following parameters obtained from field
instrumentation of Line 5 track tunnel: (a) maximum
surface settlement, (b) maximum transversal distor-
tion at surface, (c) deep settlement close to tunnel
crown (1.2 m above it in one section and 3.05 m above
the other), (d) maximum longitudinal distortion at
surface, (e) lateral displacement of springline (lining
convergence), (f) normal force at lining springline.

The selection of these parameters followed two
criteria: (i) the relationship between them and the coef-
ficient of earth pressure at rest can be taken as linear
for a significant interval of K0, (ii) there is no correla-
tion between them, in the sense that one parameter is
not calculated as a function of the other, inasmuch all
parameters are a function of the same tunnel charac-
teristics (cross section, ground type and construction
method).

The instrumented sections selected PK 2554 and
PK 3446 of the track tunnel of Line 5 where installed
in a greenfield, far from surface constructions. Both
provided all parameters selected.

6 THE TECHNIQUE OF BAYESIAN UPDATING

The Bayesian updating starts by establishing the pre-
dicted values for the parameters (state variables) to
be updated. The parameter to be updated, K0, is
represented by a vector of a single dimension m′.
According to the theory, these values may or may not
be related to each other, and have a covariance matrix
C ′ = cov[m′, m′]. Herein this matrix has rank 1 and
includes the variance of K0 only.

The field instrumentation data is represented by a
vector P that contains the performance parameters. As
the state variables, the field data have also a covari-
ance matrix V , and may also have an errors vector v
related to measurement errors. Vector v is related to a
possible trend in reading errors. The data that tend to
be overestimated by the instrumentation are associated
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Table 2. Average design parameters used for back analysis.

Section 2554 Section 3446

Geometry Data Cover (m) 6.00 7.25
Section height (m) 8.2 8.2
Section width (m) 9.34 9.34

Section area (m2) 62.8 62.8

Lining Data Distance of lining closure from face (m) 7 7
Lining thickness (cm) 25 25
Young modulus (GPa) 10 10
Poisson’s ratio 0.2 0.2

Soil Data Effective friction angle (◦)1 45 45

Effective cohesion (kPa)2 33.62 33.62

Specific weight (kN/m3)2 22.18 22.18
Failure ratio 0.75 0.75

Young modulus above crown (MPa)3 53622 75056

Young modulus at springline (MPa)3 213944 226460

Young modulus below invert (MPa)3 290110 299420
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 0.3

Notes: (1) of soil at tunnel section; (2) averaged value from one radius above, springline and one radios under
tunnel floor; (3) Initial tangent values in situ, one tunnel radius above crown or below invert and at tunnel axis.

to positive v components, whereas data that tend to be
underestimated are related to negative components. In
this paper this vector was assigned equal to zero, this
meaning that the field data had no specific trend in
terms of errors. The main diagonal of Matrix V cor-
responds to readings variances. The terms out of the
main diagonal correspond to the covariance between
field data. In this investigation an unrelated set of field
data was selected. In other words, it was assumed that
non-diagonal terms in the V matrix were set zero, and
the main diagonal terms correspond to the estimated
square error of the measurements.

It will be further considered that, within reasonable
intervals of variation, the parameter to be back ana-
lyzed and the field data have a linear relationship, or
else a relation that can be linearized. This relation can
be described by a matrix equation such as:

where mp are the predicted values that would be
observed in the field, if the state variable had the value
given by vector m′; A is an intercept vector and S
is a linear coefficients matrix. The inverse relation
between m′ and mp shown above compounds to the
deterministic back analysis:

The bayesian updating of these data is given by (see
Sage & Melsa 1971):

in which m′′ is the vector of updated parameters (K0)
from the field measurements.

7 THE APPLICATION OF NEGRO’S METHOD

Negro’s method was used to calculate matrixes A and S
of the prediction model used with the bayesian updat-
ing. Negro’s method considers non linear relations
between stresses and strains. It was therefore needed
to use regression techniques in order to linearize the
relations between K0 and the performance parameters
of the Line 5 tunnels. Table 2 presents the input data
used for Negro’s method application. The geometry
and lining data were taken from the tunnel design that
was followed by construction. The only exception was
the Young modulus of the sprayed concrete lining, for
which a low value of 10 GPa was used, in line with pre-
vious experiences in using this method to tunnels with
sprayed concrete lining. This type of lining requires an
appreciable reduction on the modulus value, to account
for concrete hardening effects coupled with early age
creep of young concrete under loading. Experiences
indicate that an equivalent modulus of 10 GPa takes
into account all these factors whenever the rate of tun-
nel advance is of the order of 1 m/day (Negro 1988).
Higher rates would require, conversely, lower moduli.
The ground properties indicated in Table 2 correspond
to weighted proper ties of the soils indicated in Table 1.
A geotechnical profile with 6.5 m of 2nd deposition
gravel overlaying the 1st deposition gravel was consid-
ered for both sections 2554 and 3446. In other words,
in both cases the tunnel is driven mainly through the
1st deposition gravel.
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Table 3. Predicted and measured performance parameters for section 2554.

K0 = 0.6 K0 = 0.8 K0 = 1.0 Measured Error A S

Maximum surface settlement (mm) 9.43 7.09 4.93 5.6 2 16.14 −11.23
Maximum transverse distortion 0.00131 0.000791 0.000381 0.00057 0.00020 0.00269 −0.00232
Subsurface settlement (mm) 15.43 11.71 9.38 7.7 2 24.27 −15.125
Maximum longitudinal distortion 0.001248 0.001067 0.000933 0.00037 0.00013 0.00171 −0.00079
Springline convergence (mm) −0.8 −0.12 1.34 2 2 −4.13 5.34
Normal force at springline (kN) 237.77 318.26 403.5 400 200 −11.61 414.32

Table 4. Predicted and measured performance parameters for section 3446.

K0 = 0,6 K0 = 0,8 K0 = 1,0 Measured Error A S

Maximum surface settlement (mm) 8.09 6.13 4.25 7.87 2 13.83 −9.59
Maximum transverse distortion 0.000996 0.000593 0.000296 0.00082 0.00020 0.00202 −0.00174
Subsurface settlement (mm) 11.41 8.44 6.5 10.37 2 18.60 −12.27
Maximum longitudinal distortion 0.000869 0.000743 0.000649 0.00048 0.00013 0.00119 −0.000549
Springline convergence (mm) −0.8 −0.06 1.48 1.5 2 −4.35 5.69
Normal force at springline (kN) 262.3 350.1 442.45 620 200 −8.68 450.37

Tables 3 and 4 furnish the performance parame-
ters predicted for sections 2554 and 3446, assuming
K0 values of 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0. The tables include
the values of parameters as measured by the field
instrumentation. Also shown are the estimated errors
for each of the parameters measured, which are needed
to assemble the covariance matrix V for the Bayesian
updating. The large error in settlement measurements
(2 mm) is due to the low accuracy total station mea-
surements used in this project.The errors in distortions
were calculated from the settlement errors. The error
in normal forces take into account the difficulties in
measuring loads within sprayed concrete by embed-
ded pressure cells and strains meters. Also shown are
the intercepts A and the angular coefficients S of the
linear regressions between the predicted parameters
and K0 (equation 1). The range of K0 considered cov-
ers the interval of expected back analyzed values for
K0. It should be pointed out that the linear regressions
performed had r2 always greater than 0.95.

8 BAYESIAN UPDATING

The last step to apply the Bayesian updating technique
consists in the definition of the expected value and
the covariance of K0. In order to provide maximum
flexibility to the updating, within acceptable limits, an
attempt was made to define the most ample interval
accepted for the coefficient of earth pressure at rest. Is
was considered that K0 could vary from 0.25, which
corresponds to a normally consolidated condition,
according to Jaky’s correlation, to 1.2, which corre-
sponds to an overconsolidated condition, with an OCR
not greater than 6, according to Mayne and Kulhawy
(1982) correlation. A visual inspection of predicted

and measured performance shown in Tables 3 and 4
seems to indicate that K0 is likely to lay between 0.8
and 1.0. Even so, the probabilistic back analysis con-
sidered a wider range of K0, to avoid any bias. In fact,
linearization of Negro’s method output would not be
accurate for the entire 0.25 to 1.2 K0 interval. However,
this would be a matter of concern only if the Bayesian
updating furnished K0 values closer to the limits of
such interval.

Apart from this, it was set that K0 would lay in
the interval 0.25 to 1.2 with 95% of confidence. This
means that the limits difference of 0.95 is equal to 4
times the standard error of a normal distribution for K0.
The mean K0 in this distribution would thus be 0.725,
with a standard deviation of 0.2375. Considering that
m′ = K0 = 0.725, equation (1) for sections 2554 and
3446 becomes, respectively:
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Table 5. Back analyzed and measured performance parameters.

PK2554 PK3446

Measured K0 = 1.04 Measured K0 = 0.79

Maximum surface settlement (mm) 5.6 4.51 7.87 6.16
Maximum transverse distortion 0.000570 0.000327 0.00082 0.000595
Subsurface settlement (mm) 7.7 11.31 10.37 12.65
Maximum longitudinal distortion 0.00037 0.000910 0.00048 0.000745
Springline convergence (mm) 2 1.72 1.5 −0.08
Normal force at springline (kN) 400 426.43 620 349.29

The measurements vectors P are furnished in Tables 3
and 4.The covariance matrix V was taken as a diagonal
matrix, with the square errors estimate for the parame-
ters. In other words, it was considered that the values of
measured parameters were not correlated. Moreover,
it was considered that C ′ is equal to the square of K0

standard deviation.
Table 5 presents a comparison between measured

and calculated performance parameters. Moreover,
Figure 4 shows comparisons between measured and
back analyzed surface and subsurface settlements,
transverse to the tunnel, above tunnel crown and
longitudinal to the tunnel.

9 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The K0 values obtained (1.04 and 0.79) are much
higher than the values used in the tunnel design
(Table 1) and are within a confidence interval of 65%
(one standard error approximately), where lineariza-
tion of Negro’s method can be considered valid. The
differences between the values of K0 back analyzed
for the two instrumented section could be attributed
to geological causes. But it should be noted that the
difference lies within limits of the field measurement
errors. In fact, the magnitudes of displacements are
low and the accuracy of displacement measurements
taken is also low, this resulting in larger relative errors
than is normally accepted. More accurate measuring
techniques should be considered in future projects in
Santiago.

A thorough discussion on the causes of the higher
K0 values encountered is beyond the scope of this
paper, but it is clear the need of further geological and
geotechnical studies in the area. On the other hand it
should be pointed out that the values of K0 found are
compatible to overconsolidation ratios of 3.8 to 5.3,
according to the correlation by Mayne & Kulhawy
(1982). This would correspond to some meters of
gravel eroded in some geological event. Other possible
causes for the results obtained could be associated to
local tectonics, to seismic actions which are frequent
in the region or to matrix suction in periods of dry
climate.
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Figure 4. Measured and back analyzed performances.

10 FINAL COMMENTS

Bayesian back analysis coupled to Negro’s method
for prediction of tunneling performance were used in
Chile’s Santiago Line 5 track tunnel, for assessment
of K0 of well graded gravel deposits. This attempt
rendered K0 values between 0.79 and 1.04, figures
that suggests an overconsolidated behaviour of these
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soils, a not unsurprising result having in mind their the
stress-strain and strength behaviour.

Considering the impacts of the coefficient of earth
pressure at rest in underground constructions, it is sug-
gested to perform deeper investigations in the subject
and on the possible causes of the overconsolidation of
the coarse deposits. Along this line it can be envis-
aged a specially designed in situ oedometer test and
investigations on matrix suction of the gravel fines.
Furthermore, it is recommended that the approach
presented herein could be applied to other tunnel
projects in Santiago, particularly where more precise
and accurate field instrumentation is used, thus more
appropriate to the stiffer nature of the ground involved.
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